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Highlights from 2014

• We focus on security. Content cloud business sold to Synchronoss Technologies in February for 60 million dollars
• Overall security sales grew by 1 percent in 2014
  • Freedome got close to 2 million downloads
  • Corporate sales boosts in the USA, Germany and France increased sales
• Several new operator partners, going forward focus is on deepening partner relationships and increasing the number of end-customers
• New initiatives planned: Internet of Things & corporate cyber threats
Strong profitability and cash flow

Revenues and operating profit 2010—2014, MEUR

- 2010: 130.1 M€
- 2011: 146.0 M€ (increase 17%)
- 2012: 157.2 M€ (increase 16%)
- 2013: 155.1 M€ (increase 17%) - excluding one-offs
- 2014: 153.8 M€ (increase 15%)

Cash position and Dividend/Other income (EURm):

- 2010-2012: Growth in cash position and dividends.
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Share price
(30.3.2014-30.3.2015)

- Share price from 30.3.2014 to 30.3.2015:
  - F-Secure: 2.90
  - OMX Helsinki: 1.78
Content cloud business sold to Synchronoss Technologies

- Price: 60 million dollars
- Profit from disposal in 2015 is estimated to be close to EUR 20 million positive (1)
- The companies have established a partnership to sell services to operators

(1) Difference between sales price and sold assets / write-offs
Market review

**Threat landscape** is getting increasingly more complex.

**Internet of things** adds new devices and creates new kind of risks.

**Revelations** regarding government surveillance and espionage continue.

**Targeted attacks** threaten both companies and individuals.

Numerous drivers
WE FOCUS ON SECURITY

- Personal and corporate security
- Corporate cyber threats
- Internet of things
WE ARE THE NO 1 CHOICE FOR CONSUMERS AND BUSINESSES WHO VALUE SECURITY AND PRIVACY
BEST PROTECTION
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